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Syncro T3 and Syncro T5 
The anatomically-designed seat and the synchronized backrest allow the dentist to sit in the most comfortable and correct 
position. 
- Seat height adjustment. 
- Synchronized backrest angle adjustment and seat movement (point by point). 
- Backrest height and lumbar support adjustment. 
- Backrest tilting. 
- Height and inclination adjustment with single lever. 
- Dynamic working position (permanent contact). 
- Anatomically designed seam-free and easy to clean upholstery. 
- Footrest and foot control (optional). 

               Syncro T3                                                                                                          Syncro T5 

                                                                                                                        
AG70010 - T3                    €    732,00                    AG70020 - T5                       €    732,00   
AG70011 - T3 + footring  €    826,00                                  AG70021 - T5 + footring    €    826,00                          
 
Assist and Assist Plus 
The anatomically-designed seat allow the dentist to sit in the most comfortable and correct position. 
- Seat height adjustment. 
- Backrest height adjustment ( Assist Plus ). 
- Lever to seat height adjustment. 
- Anatomically designed seam-free and easy to clean upholstery. 
- Footrest and foot control (optional). 
In the Plus version, the backrest-armrest is adjustable in height (up & down), without the use of levers or buttons guarantees a 
valid support for both the back and the arms.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
       Assist                                                 Assist  Plus                                                  MEMORY FOAM   

      NOVITA’ / NEW   

                                                                                   
AG70040-Assist             €   506,00        AG70030-Ass.Plus                 €   564,00       AG70100-MEMORY              € 600,00                
AG70041-Assist+f.Ring €   600,00       AG70031-Assist Plus+f.Ring €   658,00       AG70101-MEMORY+f.Ring € 694,00                           
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Harley            
Similar in shape to the seat of a motorcycle, Harley allows to perfectly balance the weight on the spine and to assume the 
position that minimizes stress on ligaments and joints. Tilting seat with adjustable height. With footrest and foot control ( 
optional ).  

  
AG70060 - Harley Comf.                      €     566,00                         
AG70061 - Harley C. + footring  €     660,00 
 
4U and 4U-S 
The 4U stools allow you to maintain a correct posture, balancing the weight perfectly to protect the spine and ensuring 
excellent performance throughout the entire working day. 
The movable eyelids placed under the thigh of the operator, improve the blood circulation in the lower limbs, recognizing the 
dynamic movement and making the movements easier. 
 

4U         4U-S 

                                                                                         
AG70070 – 4U                       €      550,00            AG70080 - 4U-S               €     766,00                      
AG70071 - 4U + footring     €      644,00                AG70081 - 4U-S + footring €     860,00                          
 
M45150  - Diff. for base controls              €      312,00        
 
CONDITIONS: 
WARRANTY: 2 YEARS 
PACKING INCLDED 
EX WORKS 
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REV 2_2018 

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE   
The general terms and conditions of sale of Eurodent div. of Promed srl are understood to be tacitly accepted by the buyer when the  
latter sends the order. 
The prices in the attached price list are understood to be in Euros, ex works at Villanova di Castenaso (Bologna province excluding VAT. 

Goods always travel at the buyer's risk, even if shipped carriage paid to destination. Eurodent div. of Promed srl shall not be liable for any failings, damage, or anything else that 
may occur relative to goods transportation. 
If  the goods are not collected by the buyer within 10 days of the date of the goods ready notice, Promed srl will be able, without further notification, to charge for storage 
costs at the rates applied by customs warehouses. 
Under no circumstances can the buyer refuse to collect or clear the goods ordered. Should the buyer do this, any additional charges relating to said refusal will be paid by the 
buyer. 
 
Eurodent div. of Promed srl is authorized to make changes intended to improve the operation and appearance of the articles without the obligation 

to give prior notice to the buyer. 

Any changes, variations or cancellations by the buyer of orders already in production will entitle Eurodent div. of Promed srl to charge the buyer for 
additional costs sustained. 
 
Packaging of the goods is included in the prices. Special packaging requested will be charged for separately. 
Orders must be sent in writing (fax 051/781625 or e-mail eurodent@euordent.it  ) and will be confirmed with an order confirmation that must be 

returned signed for acceptance. 

The minimum invoice amount is € 100.00 excluding VAT. 

The delivery periods indicated are meant only as a guide and not as a commitment. Delays can never be grounds for compensation, nor for 
termination of the contract. 
Any definite delivery deadlines must be agreed between the parties expressly in writing. 

Failure to settle the invoice by the due date will result in interest being charged, pursuant to Legislative Decree 231/02. 

Eurodent div. of Promed srl reserves the right to reject returns unless they are authorized IN ADVANCE and those not requested within 8 days of the 

date when the goods were received. 

Unauthorized returns will be rejected at the customer's expense. 

The company reserves the right, at its absolute discretion, to accept or reject the return. 

Goods may be sent for repair or return/replacement to our Technical service centre only and exclusively after a special Return Merchandise 

Authorization has been issued, and only according to the methods, terms and conditions indicated in that authorization.  The package must be 

accompanied by a correctly filled out transport document showing the reason "Return for repair", in its original packaging and marked with the 

RMA number. 

All repairs will be shipped cash on delivery (COD), unless otherwise agreed. 

Eurodent div. of Promed srl will only recognize the warranty if it receives the duly completed certificate within 60 days of installation. 

Promed srl WARRANTY for stools units - 24 months. 
Eurodent div. of Promed srl reserves the right to make changes to the attached price list. 

The attached price list replaces and cancels the previous price lists. 

For any disputes that may arise, jurisdiction shall lie with the Law Court of Bologna. 
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